
 Inventco Water Door Closer Model 3S — Installation Instructions  
 Unpacking the door closer   
  Remove the clear plastic sheath and lay the closer (A) down horizontally (the weights must never be allowed to drop freely 
down the tube until tube is filled with water or damage may result).  
  Remove all securing adhesive tapes but leave the white restraining cord in place.   Remove the black pulley box (B) from the 
tube and slide off its back cover. Then, noting how the nylon line (C) is fed over the foam wiper pad and the pulley wheel, slide the 
pulley box completely off the nylon line.  
  Now pull on the nylon line until the top of the first weight (2 weights) is exposed. Small plastic parts will also be exposed. Re-
move these parts including the two square speed limiters and place them all aside. Then untie both ends of the restraining cord 
and discard.  
  Rethread the nylon line through the pulley box ensuring that it sits properly over the pulley wheel and then slide the cover onto 
the back of the pulley box.  
  Fill the tube close to the top with tap or rain water (never salted or chlorinated pool water) then, making sure the foam wiper 
pad is in place with the nylon line passing over it, reinsert the pulley box into the tube. Tilt the tube and fully lower the weights.  

 Installation  
  Mark and drill 3mm (1/8 inch) mounting holes on the face (not the end) of the trailing door stile (D) so that the top of the pul-
ley box is within a few millimetres of the upper door track (E). Lift and turn it to face towards the latch (F) then screw the closer to 
the door.  
  Locate an anchor point on the metal door jamb (or wall) such that the nylon line is close to horizontal but will not rub against 

the side of the exit hole in the pulley box. Ensure that the screw, once inserted, will not prevent the door from closing fully. Also 
ensure that there will be at least 5mm clearance around the head of the screw to fit the anchor lug (G). Drill and par-
tially insert a screw.  
  With the door fully closed hold the nylon line over the screw and pull on it sufficiently to lift the weight assembly 
50 - 75mm off the bottom of the tube. Holding the line in place, open the door fully and test for closing speed, nor-
mally 4 – 8 sec. If considered too fast or too slow adjust by fitting a larger or smaller valve sleeve. Refer overleaf for the 
procedure for doing this.  
  Gently lower the weights to the bottom of the tube. Thread the nylon line firstly through the slot in the end of the 
anchor lug cap (G) then through the slotted post of the anchor lug (H) (see Fig 1). Pull on the nylon line to lift the 
weight assembly 50 - 75mm off the bottom of the tube. Holding the line in this position check that the door opens 
fully without the top of the weights impact-ing the pulley box. If necessary, fit a stop to the upper or lower door track 
to limit door travel.  
  Now tie a single knot in the nylon line and tighten it by pulling it firmly against the post on the anchor lug. Hook 
the lug onto the screw and recheck that the door opens fully then snip off the excess nylon line. Finally, pressing 
firmly, clip the cap onto the anchor lug.  

  Inventco door closers avail-
able in 12 popular door-
matching colours 

 Extra weights available  (not 
typically required) 

 Handle weights with great 
care if removed from tube 
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